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Shading for large glazed areas
Stylish protection against heat, glare and inquisitive glances

Sunrooms and terrace roofs are creating light flooded rooms. Without the 
appropriate awnings, though, they can become unpleasantly hot. Shades 
from LEINER offer the best protection from the sun and come in an at-
tractively broad range of wonderful fabric designs.

WGB sunroom shade  
Protection from overheat-
ing and a greenhouse 
climate

UG underglass awning
Protection from unpleasant 
glare effects

Vertical awning
Protection from glare ef-
fects, heat and prying eyes

With well-ventilated terrace roofs, it is often 
not the heat but rather the glare effect that 
causes bother. This is where underglass 
awnings are recommended. With their 
textile flair, they increase the homely 
atmosphere. Vertical awnings ensure 
additional privacy.   

Sunrooms and other glass structures are 
bang on trend. Temperatures can quickly 
rise to extreme levels under a glass roof, 
though. External sunroom shades are the 
perfect solution to this problem, preventing 
solar rays from reaching the glass and 
heating the room underneath.  

Pleasant temperatures under the glass roof

UNDERGLASS AWNINGS

UG 200
UG 350
UG 350 SZ

SUNROOM SHADES

WGB 350
WGB 350 SZ
WGB 150 SZ PERGOLA

WINDOW AWNINGS

ARCO, CANTO SZ
ARCO, CANTO SF
ARCO, CANTO SD
ARCO, CANTO F
ARCO, CANTO M

SZ – side seam guidance
In SZ awnings, the 
fabric is led in both side 
rails over the entire 
projection. This delivers 
the advantage of greater 
wind stability and no 
glare effects.



UG I WGB 350 series
Underglass awnings and sunroom shades  

UG 200
Pleasant glare protection

Funksteuerung

same high-quality components are 
used in all sunroom shades and 
underglass awnings of these series. 
This means they form a single product 
family in terms of appearance.

Underglass awnings of the 200 and 350 
series and sunroom shades of the 350 
series are based on the same proven 
modular system. Whether located 
externally or for underglass mounting, 
with or without SZ fabric guidance, the

First-class quality in the modular system

Elegant cassette UG with LED light profile Crank drive for the UG 200

The UG 200 underglass awning is 
installed under a terrace or sunroom 
roof, where it ensures not only pleasant 
shade but also a cosy atmosphere.  

A torsion spring keeps the fabric taut – 
even if the system is not fully extended. 

The underglass awning can also be 
supplied with a crank drive on request. 

However, a radio-controlled motor and 
remote control will make it particularly 
easy to extend and retract.

A favourite spot in the shade

Our sunroom shades and underglass 
awnings come with an electric motor 
as standard, but a convenient ra-
dio-controlled motor with remote 
control is available on request for 
added convenience.  

Convenient io radio control

 AWNINGS – 
 A MODULAR SYSTEM

Flush finish with the guide 
rails 

Retrofittable LED light profile

Rectilinear front profileSquare cassette with 
LED light profile

1000600 450 LED



UG 350  I  UG 350  SZ
Glare protection for extensive 
systems

WGB 350  I  WGB 350  SZ
Protection from the heat for large 
areas 

1000600 500

Always a pleasant climate

Glass structures tend to become 
extremely hot in the summer. With the 
WGB 350/SZ sunroom shade, you can 
enjoy a pleasant climate even at the 
height of summer, removing the need 
for energy-intensive air conditioning. 

Sunroom shades are exposed to all 
kinds of weather. That’s why LEINER 
ensures high resilience with a sophisti-
cated design, the best materials and 
perfect workmanship – so you can 
enjoy your sunroom shade for many 
years to come.  

For large glass roofs

Large sunrooms, terrace roofs and 
ateliers require a particularly sturdy 
awning with great tensile strength. 

The LEINER UG 350 / SZ underglass 
awning provides reliable shade for even 
large window areas and keeps the fabric 
under the optimum tension across the 
entire projection.

The mood lighting available from the 
integrated AREA led elements in the 
rafters and the LED light profile in the 
underglass awning ensure a pleasant 
atmosphere – from the evening into the 
early hours of the morning.

Wind-stable design

In particularly windy areas, we 
recommend the WGB 350 SZ sun-
room shade, where the fabric is led in 
the side rails over the entire projec-
tion. This guidance makes the awning 
particularly resilient and wind-stable. 

Without SZ – filigree rails

The UG 350 underglass awning has par-
ticularly unobtrusive side rails which 
are mounted discreetly to the roof 
structure, with only the front profile of 
the awning running in the two side rails. 

With SZ – no glare effects

The fabric of the UG 350 SZ awning is 
led in both side rails over its entire 
projection. This prevents any light 
getting through gaps between the rail 
and the fabric. 

VARIANTS  
– ONE SYSTEM

600 500 1000 LED



WGB 150 SZ PERGOLA
For large textile spaces

Shade or light to suit

The WGB 150 SZ PERGOLA is recommended wherever 
extensive shading is required. It consists of a sunroom 
shade with solid uprights on which the guide rails rest. The 
SZ technology gives the system stability in the wind. It can 
be fitted with a waterproof PVC fabric on request.

600 500 1200

METRE PROJECTION 
– UP TO 30 SQUARE  
METRES OF SHADE

LED

In the evening the integrated LED lights deliver mood lighting and a 

pleasant atmosphere. The LEDs on the cassette and guide rails can be 

controlled separately or together.

Radiant heaters

Infrared heaters warm up only the body 
and objects, not the air – making them 
cheap and effective. Available in 18 
LEINER LOUNGE COLOURS and RAL 
9010 for no additional charge.

The WGB 150 SZ PERGOLA is the right 

choice for large terraces because the 

awning cassette is attached to the wall 

and supported on guide rails, allowing 

it to offer the ideal amount of shade.

For windy areas

High wind loads and sudden gusts can 
certainly put a sunroom shade to the 
test. The sophisticated technology of 
the WGB 150 SZ PERGOLA guarantees 
high functionality and great safety at all 
times, even in strong gusty winds.

Cross hems

The hems of the fabric run parallel to 
the front profile. This means that the 
SZ technology can be combined with a 
particularly stable and large fabric roll-
er, so we recommend fabrics without a 
striped pattern.

SZ – side seam guidance

The fabric of the WGB 150 SZ PERGOLA 
is led in the sturdy side profile across 
the entire projection. The fixed position 
on all edges ensure maximum wind 
stability.



LEINER LOUNGE COLOURS
Classic frame colours – room for your imagination

Wind-stable SZ vertical awnings
For a variety of applications

High-end structured finishes  
Coated in classic LEINER LOUNGE COLOURS with a fine 
textured finish, your awning will certainly catch the eye. 
Choose from 18 fine textured finishes and RAL 9016 at no 
additional cost. However, you can also select any colour on the 
RAL chart for an additional charge.

It is only the combination of high-end technology and a 
weatherproof and quality fabric that makes the perfect 
shade. LEINER awning fabrics are known for their quality 
and elegance. Choose from an enormous bandwidth of 
attractive designs in the different LEINER colour worlds and 
a large number of special fabrics.

18 fine textured 
finishes with a matt 
look

CLASSIC FABRICS FOR  
BEAUTIFUL SHADES

Absolutely on-trend 
Wind-stable SZ vertical awnings give absolute added value 
– the fabric is guided and held in the guide rails on the side. The 
SZ technology gives the system particular stability in the wind.

integrated in Q.bus

mounted on the window

integrated in AREA exclusiv

integrated in PERGOLA SUNRAIN Q



ARCO and CANTO SZ
Wind-stable vertical awnings

The front profile of the SF window awning is 
led in the side guide rails. It can be mounted 
directly on the window, in a reveal or, with 
spacers, on the facade. Clip profiles ele-
gantly conceal the screws. 

SF – guide rail

The front profile of the SD window awning is 
led discreetly by two wire cables. These are 
kept under tension by a sophisticated 
spring system. This version with a wire 
guidance is particularly quick and easy to 
install. 

SD – wire guidanceVertical protection from the sun
Whether a lounge, conservatory or 
space under the terrace roof, interiors 
place very specific requirements on 
vertical shades. The ARCO and CANTO 
SZ vertical awnings offer reliable pro-
tection from the sun.

They protect workplaces from glare 
effects and prevent furniture and car-
pets from bleaching. When fitted with 
special fabrics, they provide a sight 
protection while still allowing the view 
to the outside. 

Conventional vertical awnings often 
meet their limits even in light winds. 
The fabric of the wind-stable SZ verti-
cal awning is led in the side rails and 
can withstand even high wind loads. 

SZ – wind-stable awning

CANTO – square  
ARCO – semicircular

Perfect shading for large window 
areas

8 –10
ARCO and CANTO SF, SD
Window awnings

You have the choice of 
a concealed or a visible 
front profile.

Choose between a 
square and a round 
front profile.

OPTIONS:
SZ, SF, SD, F, M



The F drop-arm awning extends forward at 
an angle, allowing you to see outside even 
when the awning is extended. The high 
fabric tension of the arm system ensures the 
awning is kept taut at all times. The standard 
arm inclination is 140 degrees. Arm lengths 
of 0.6 m to 1.5 m are available.

F – drop-arm awning

The fabric of the M markisolette runs verti-
cally before the drop arms bring it to an angle 
of up to 140 degrees, which means you can 
still see outside. You have a choice of square 
or semicircular side guide rails. 

M – Markisolette 

A unique feature is that the 
mounting screw connections 
on the guide rails are ele-
gantly concealed by the clip 
profiles.

ARCO and CANTO F, M
Window awnings

Max. width (single system) in cm

Min. width (single system) in cm

Max. projection in cm  

Min. projection in cm  

Max. area per single system

Drive mechanism

Tensile mechanism

Can be coupled

Couplable fields with a motor

Web-sewn fabrics 

Screen Soltis-92 fabrics

Fabric support roller/wire from 

Max. roof inclination 

Running from bottom to top 

Min. standard design height

Additional control options 

(radio-controlled, SWR sensor)

LED light profile 

LED light in guide rail

 

          

Frame colours
White aluminium

Traffic white

Preferred RAL colour 

LEINER LOUNGE COLOURS 
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TECHNOLOGY AND DETAILS

LED

1  included in scope of supply

* Window awning ARCO / CANTO
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Every system is made to order and undergoes several tests including trial operation. All LEINER 

products carry the CE conformity mark. Illustrations may show optional features. Subject to 

change. Last revised 02.2022 EN 13561


